WINE LIST

WINE BY THE GLASS

WHITE
DURBANVILLE HILLS SAUVIGNON BLANC
R42
NEDERBURG WINE MASTERS RESERVE RIESLING
R42
NEDERBURG 56 HUNDRED CHENIN BLANC
R35
KWV CHARDONNAY
R38

ROSE
GRAHAM BECK GORGEOUS PINOT NOIR / CHARDONNAY
R42
THEUNISKRAAL MOSCATO ROSE
R30

RED
FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR CABERNET SAUVIGNON
R45
ZONNEBLOEM PINOTAGE
R45
GUARDIAN PEAK SHIRAZ
R48
PORCUPINE RIDGE MERLOT
R42
KEN FORRESTER PETIT CABERNET SAUVIGNON MERLOT
R35
WHITE WINES

DE GRENDEL SAUVIGNON BLANC
FINE CAPSICUM – GREEN FIG & GRANNY SMITH APPLE – ELEGANT – DRY WITH CRISP HERBACEOUS NOTES – FIRM ACIDITY WITH A LINGERING FINISH
R170

DURBANVILLE HILLS SAUVIGNON BLANC
GLASS R42  BOTTLE R125

FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR SAUVIGNON BLANC
R130

HAUTE CABRIERE CHARDONNAY PINOT NOIR
BLEND OF CHARDONNAY & PINOT NOIR – ABUNDANCE OF ZESTY FRUIT – NOTABLY WHITE PEACH – LYCHEE & RED FRUIT – DELICATE FULL MOUTH FEEL & BALANCE
R175

KWV CHARDONNAY
GLASS R38  BOTTLE R115

DIEMERSDAL UNWOODED CHARDONNAY
BALANCED CONCENTRATED SPICY AROMAS – FRESH FRUIT FLAVOURS – ELEGANT NOSE – RICH FRUIT – APPLE & SWEET MELON AROMAS – NUANCE OF LIME ON PALATE – CREAMY TASTE – LINGERING AFTERTASTE
R135

NEDERBURG 56 HUNDRED CHENIN BLANC
GLASS R35  BOTTLE R105

KEN FORRESTER PETIT CHENIN BLANC
R105

NEDERBURG WINE MASTERS RESERVE RIESLING
GLASS R42  BOTTLE R130
RED WINES

FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR CABERNET SAUVIGNON
DEEP CRIMSON – INTENSE BLACKCURRANT – VIOLETS ON THE NOSE –
CONCENTRATED CURRANTS & MULBERRY FRUIT FLAVOURS – SAUCY OAK SPICE –
Smoother – LINGERING JUICY FRUIT FINISH
GLASS R45 BOTTLE R135

NEDERBURG 56 HUNDRED CABERNET SAUVIGNON
BLACKBERRY - A BOUNTY OF ALLURING FLAVOURS – SUBTLE NOTES – LINGERING
FINISHES – SYMPHONY IN EVERY SIP
R125

PORCUPINE RIDGE MERLOT
RED BERRY FLAVOURS – PLUMS – AROMATIC HERBS – MEDIUM BODIED – SUBTLE USE
OF OAK – ADDING A MOCHA COMPONENT
GLASS R42 BOTTLE R125

DURBANVILLE HILLS MERLOT
FULL BODIED MOUTHFILL – CONCENTRATED RASPBERRY – CIGAR BOX – CINNAMON –
MINT CHOCOLATE AROMAS – WELL INTEGRATED WOOD
R135

ZONNEBLOEM PINOTAGE
DARK RUBY RED – STRAWBERRY AROMAS – MOCHA CHOCOLATE UNDERTONES –
FULL BODIED – RICH PALATE – LIQUEUR – CHERRIES – MOCHA – SOFT TANNINS
GLASS R45 BOTTLE R135

KWV PINOTAGE
RICH & FLAVOURFUL – AROMAS OF BLACK CHERRIES – PLUMS – STEWED FRUIT –
SWEET & JUICY TANNINS – HINTS OF CHOCOLATE & POMEGRANATE – SEDUCTIVELY
SOFT PALATE – LONG AND GENTLE FINISH
R135

FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR SHIRAZ
DEEP PLUM COLOUR – EXPRESSIVE BLACKBERRIES – PEPPER & SPICE – SOFT RIPE
TANNINS – BALANCED JUICY FINISH
R130

GUARDIAN PEAK SHIRAZ
DEEP RUBY RED – POMEGRANATE NOTES – HINTS OF CHRISTMAS CAKE & MOCHA –
BLACK CHERRY & FYNBOS NOSE – SOFT CREAMY MID PALATE –
GRAINY ELEGANT FINISH
GLASS R46 BOTTLE R145

RUPERT & ROTHSCILD CLASSIQUE
CABERNET SAUVIGNON & MERLOT BLEND – FRESH RASPBERRY AROMAS – PLUM
BLOSSOM – RIPE FIG – CASSIS UNDERTONES – EXCEPTIONAL
ELEGANCE & LENGTH
R270

NEDERBURG BARONNE
FULL BODIED – RIPE SUCCULENT BLACK CURRANT – CHERRY FLAVOURS – HINTS OF
PRUNE - SPICES
R135

KANONKOP KADETTE CAPE BLEND
DEEP RUBY RED – RIPE RASPBERRIES – BLACK CURRANT – MOCHA FLAVOURS –
DARK CHOCOLATE – BLACKBERRY FRUIT ON THE PALATE
R185

KEN FORRESTER PETIT CABERNET SAUVIGNON MERLOT
YOUTHFUL WINE – FRESH RIPE MULBERRIES & PLUM – SPICY UNDERTONE
GLASS R35 BOTTLE R105
ROSE WINES

KWV SHIRAZ ROSE
R100

GRAHAM BECK GORGEOUS PINOT NOIR / CHARDONNAY
SIMPLY GORGEOUS – DELIGHTFUL BLEND – FRUIT DRIVEN – DELICIOUSLY ACCESSIBLE – EASY DRINKING – LIFESTYLE WINE
GLASS R42  BOTTLE R125

THEUNISKRAAL MOSCATO ROSE
ROSY PINK – CANDYFLOSS AROMAS – STRAWBERRIES – FLORAL BACKGROUND – FRESH – CRISP ON PALATE – COMPLEXITY OF FRUIT FLAVOURS – LINGERING AFTER TASTE
GLASS R30  BOTTLE R90

BUBBLES & FIZZ

MOET & CHANDON BRUT IMPERIAL NV
INTENSE GREEN APPLE & CITRUS FRUIT – HINTS OF MINERALS & FRESHNESS OF WHITE FLOWERS
R750

MOET & CHANDON BRUT IMPERIAL ROSE
LIVELY - INTENSE BOUQUET OF WILD STRAWBERRY – RASPBERRY & CHERRY – FLORAL HINTS OF ROSE & SLIGHT HINT OF PEPPER
R850

PONGRACZ
R230

GRAHAM BECK BLISS DEMI SEC
LIGHT YEASTY AROMAS – HINTS OF BUTTERSCOTCH – HONEY & PRALINE FOR THE NOT SO DRY DRINKER
R265
TIPPLES

ROBERT BUTT’S LONG ISLAND ICED TEA
(*1.3UNIT ALC. 20%ABV)
A TAINTED TWIST ON THE ORIGINAL ROBERT BUTT LONG ISLAND ICED TEA MADE WITH A
CHOICE OF EITHER, COLA, CRANBERRY OR GINGER BEER
R50

RAT PACK’S ESPRESSO MARTINI
(*1.1units ALC. 17.1%ABV)
FRANK SINATRA’S FAVOURITE, MADE WITH PREMIUM VODKA, ESPRESSO AND
CARAMEL SYRUP
R50

PUBLICITY PUNCH
(*1UNIT ALC. 17.1%ABV)
OUR SIGNATURE GLASS OF PUNCH MADE WITH BLACK PEPPER INFUSED VODKA, BALSAMIC
REDUCTION, FRESH FROZEN STRAWBERRIES AND CRISP BASIL.
R50

TRADER VIC’S PINA COLADA
(*1UNIT ALC. 13.3%ABV)
IN THE TRUE TIKI TRADITION OF VICTOR BERGERON, OUR RECIPE INCLUDES COCONUT,
FRESH PINEAPPLE AND ORGEAT SYRUP.
R45

DRAKE’S FLAVOURED MOJITO
(*1unit ALC. 17.1%ABV)
BUCCANEER, SIR FRANCIS DRAKE’S FAVOURITE TIPPLE, MADE WITH FRESH CRISP MINT,
LIMES AND A CHOICE OF FLAVOUR: PASSION FRUIT, STRAWBERRY OR REGULAR
R45

JENNINGS’ FLAVOURED FROZEN DAQUIRI
(*1unit ALC. 17.1%ABV)
JENNINGS COX’S CLASSIC DAQUIRI SERVED FROZEN OR UP WITH A CHOICE OF FLAVOUR:
PASSION FRUIT, STRAWBERRY OR REGULAR
R45

DEGROFF’S COSMOPOLITAN
(*1.1unit ALC. 17.3%ABV)
A VARIATION OF DALE DEGROFF’S WORLD FAMOUS COSMOPOLITAN, USING CITRUS INFUSED
VODKA, ORANGE CURACAO AND CRANBERRY JUICE
R35

*One unit is 10 ml of pure alcohol. It takes an average 70kg adult around an hour to process this
so that there’s none left in their bloodstream.

SHORTS

LIQUID COCAINE serves 2
(*0.6UNIT ALC. 17%ABV)
BUTLER’S BLUE CURACAO, PREMIUM VODKA, LIME CORDIAL
R25

BLOW JOB
(*0.3UNIT ALC. 15%ABV)
BUTLER’S ESPRESSO, CREAM LIQUEUR, WHIPPED CREAM
R20

CORDLESS SCREW DRIVER
(*0.6UNIT ALC. 35%ABV)
BUTLER’S TRIPLE SEC, PREMIUM VODKA, ORANGE SLICE
R20

YUM YUM BUBBLEGUM
(*0.3UNIT ALC. 15%ABV)
BUTLER’S BLUE CURACAO, BUTLER’S BANANA, GRENADEINE
R20

PUBLICITY’S GINGER SNAPPER
(*0.6UNIT ALC. 35%ABV)
BUTLER’S GINGER, JAGERMEISTER, IRISH WHISKY
R25
**BREWS**

**CBC AMBER WEISS**
A FRUITY AND AROMATIC BEER WITH A LIGHT BITTERNESS, BANANA ESTER AND A SLIGHT HINT OF CLOVE IS NOTICED IN THE FINISHING
R45

**CBC PILSNER**
A LIGHT GRAINY PILS MALT CHARACTER, BREWED USING CAREFULLY SELECTED HOPS THAT IMPART A STRONG, HOPPY AROMA WITH A DELICATE BITTER FINISH
R45

**JACK BLACK LAGER**
A FULL BODIED, PRE PROHIBITION STYLED LAGER, WITH HINTS OF CITRUSY MALT. A CRISP AND REFRESHING FINISH
R45

**JACK BLACK BUTCHER BLOCK PALE ALE**
JACK BLACK’S AWARD WINNING PALE ALE HAS A SMOOTH MEDIUM BODY WITH A DISTINCTIVE FLAVOUR PROFILE AND A DELICATELY, YET FRESH FINISH
R45

**DEVILS PEAK FIRST LIGHT GOLDEN ALE**
A WELL BALANCED ALE WITH AN INITIAL SMOOTHNESS, MALT INDUCED SWEETNESS WITH A MODERATE HOPPY AND MEDIUM-DRY FINISH
R45

**DARLING BREW BONE CRUSHER**
A SPICY-RICH BELGIAN-STYLE WHEAT BEER, WITH A CORIANDER AND CITRUS AROMA, A LIGHTLY BITTER FRUITY TASTE AND A DISTINCTIVE CANDIED ORANGE NOSE
R45

**DARLING BREW SLOW BEER**
A REFRESHINGLY RICH GOLDEN LAGER WITH A NATURAL HOP FLAVOUR AND A MILD BITTERNESS
R45

**BOMBS**

**JAGER BOMB** serves 4
(*0.7UNIT ALC. 16%ABV) JAGERMEISTER, RED BULL
R100

**IRISH CAR BOMB** serves 2
(*0.7UNIT ALC. 16%ABV) CREAM LIQUEUR, IRISH WHISKY, STOUT BEER
R60

**PUBLICITY BOMB** serves 2
(*0.3UNIT ALC. 8%ABV) COINTREAU, TONIC
R65

**CABO BOMB** serves 4
(*0.7UNIT ALC. 16%ABV) TEQUILA, RED BULL
R100

**V&V BOMB**
(*0.7UNIT ALC. 16%ABV) BUTLER’S CHERRY, DISARONNO, LAGER
R45